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Abstract 
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Let A be a set o f  n points in the Euclidean plane We would like to know its symmetry group. 
i f  the input points are giv.-*n by rational coordinates (which is the normal case for a compoterL 
then this problem degenerates to a trivial case. ThL, is why we introduce the notion of approximate 
s) mmetry. In this notion, we consider a fixed tolerznce factor • and ask for the maximal symmetry 
t;roup that is possible for a set A' consisting of n points in the c-neighborhoods of the points in 
A, each point of A ° belonging to a different point of A. We prove that the corresponding decision 
problem is NP-hard e~en when e and the symme:ry group we ask for is fixed. This is a rather 
surprising result, because a similar concept has been developed for approximate congruence 
recently and several polynomial algorithms are kaown for that related problem. 
1. Introduction 
The problem to find the symmetry group of a given object is a very natural problem 
which has various applications in pattern recognition, robotics, bioiogy~ crystallogra- 
phy, etc. For example, the knowledge of symmetry properties may help to identify 
or classify an object, in this article, we show that the problem of symmetry detection 
can be formulated either in a way that is very natural and easy to solve, but lacks 
almost any applications, or in a way that has plenty of applications, but is almost 
impossible to solve efficiently. 
The history of symmetry detection for point sets is the following: Atailah [2] and 
Highnam [7] independently developed algorithms that find the symmetry group of 
a set of n points in the plane in time O(n log n). They also showed that this is 
optimal. AIt et al. [I] developed an algorithm that finds the symmetry group of a 
set of n points in three dimensions and also runs in optimal time O(n log n). 
The authors of the last paper pointed out that all algorithms mentioned so far 
(including their own) use a model of cotilputation which requires the representation 
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of numbers with infiniLe precision. This is not realistic for a computer. Additionally, 
we may have natural inaccuracies in the input data which destroy all symmetries 
although we may still consider the corresponding object to be symmetric. An 
additional feature considered in [1] is the detection of congrueaces between two 
point sets. For the reasons just mentioned, also in congruence detection the exact 
case may not meet the situation in practice. This is why Air et al. developed the 
concept of e-approximate congruence. In this concept, we consider two sets A, B 
already congruent if there are sets A', B' of points in the e-neighborhoods of ,4, B 
respectively that are congruent. In [1], some algorithms for several versions of 
approximate congruence detection are given for two dimensions operating on a 
regular RAM with finite precision. All algorithms run in a time bounded by low 
polynomials. For example, the algorithm for the detection of arbitrary approximate 
<~ngruences needs time O(nS). 
So far, the related problem of approximate symmetry detection has not been 
investigated. The approximate v rsion of symmetry detection iseven more necessary 
than that of congruence d tection, because in practice, the exact version of symmetry 
detection degenerates to a trivial case. If the input points are given by rational 
coordinates (which they usually are), the only possible symmetry groups are C,, 
C2, C4 and D,, /)2,  D4. 
The following concept captures the realistic situation easily. It is analogous to 
the concept of approximate congruence developed in [ ! ]. 
Definition I.!. Let A = at , . . . ,  a, be a set of n points in the plane. A set A '= 
a't . . . . .  a" is in the e-neighborhood f A if there is a one-to-one correspondence 
between the points of A and A' such that (w.l.o.g. let a~ correspond to a~) a~ lies 
in the e-neighborhood f a~ for all i = 1 . . . .  , n. 
Remark. In this paper, neighborhoods are considered to be closed. Our metric is 
the Euclidean metric, i.e. e-neighborhoods are closed discs with ra~ttt~s e. In the 
following, we will denote sets irl the e-neighborhood f A by A' and assume implicitly 
that a~ is in the e-neighborhood f o, for all i = 1 . . . . .  n. 
Let us recall the precise defnition of a symmet~. A symmetry is an isometry that 
maps an object onto itself. All objects have at least one symmetry: the identity map. 
In the plane we have two types of symmetries for finite objects: rotations about a 
point and reflections in a line. 
Convention. in this paper, symmetric rotations are always assumed to be clockwise 
and angles are always denoted in radian measure. 
The set of all possible symmetries for a certain object forms the so-called symmetry 
group of this object. For planar objects, this group is either of the form Ck (which 
is the cyclic group of order k, generated by pk, the clockwise rotation by 2~r/k) or 
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of the form D~ (which is the dihedral group of order 2k, generated by Pk and any 
symmetric reflection). In the case that the object is a set A consisting of n points, 
we know that k has to divide n (if the centroid is not an element of A) or n - 1 (if 
the centroid is an element of A). Thus, a simple algorithm for computing the 
symmetry group of  A would be to tes;, if Ct or Dk is a symmetry group of A for 
all divisors k of n or n - !. 
in the following, we will neglect he case that the centroid is an element of A. 
So, we basically want to solve the following decision problem. 
Problem e-SD. Instance: Set A of n points in the Euclidean plane, group S of the 
form Ct or Dr, and a number e. 
Question: is there a set A'  in the e-neighborhood of A with symmetry group S? 
Definiti6u 1.2. If  the answer to Problem e-SD is positive, we call S an e-approximate 
symmet~, gro,ap of A. 
Usually, we assume that our input set A is given with rational coordinates while 
the set A' may have real coordinates. In this case, Problem e-SD does not degenerate 
to a trivial problem anymore. 
In this article, we show that Problem e-SD is NP-hard. Thus, most likely it is 
impossible to find an algorithm that solves Problem e-SD in polynomial time. This 
is rather surprising, because in the exact case, symmetry detection can be reduced 
easily to congruence detection; simply apply any congruence detection algorithm 
to the pair (,4, A). As mentioned above, approximate congruence detection is in P. 
This implies that in the approximate case, symmetry detection is much harder than 
congruence detection. The reason, why this reduction from symmetry detection to 
congruence detection does not work in the approximate case anymore, is that it is 
not guaranteed by an approximate congruence algorithm that the sets A' and B' 
coincide if the corresponding sets A and B coincide. 
This article is organized as follows. In Section 2, we describe the concept for the 
proof that e-SD is NP-hard. in Section 3, we give an outline of  the corresponding 
reduction algorithm. In Sections ,4, 5 and 6, we give the details that are not shown 
in Section 3. In Section 7, we summarize and sketch an idea how we should modify 
Problem e-SD in order to make it tractable. 
2. The concept for the proof that e-SD is NP-hard 
We will orove that e-SD is NP-hard by giving an algorithm, called the reduction 
algorithm. For a certain NP-hard Problem P, this reduction algorithm transforms 
any instance Io of P to an instance T(lo) of e-SD such that Problem P with instance 
Io and Problem e-SD with instance T(lo) are equivalent. The reduction algorithm 
uses time polynomial in the size of Io when performed on a deterministic "luring 
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Machine (in the following denoted by DTM). Then we can conclude that Problem 
e-SD is also NP-hard. 
Since we would like to specify the reduction algorithm in a more comfortable 
model, we will use a RAM that operates on rational numbers with the four arithmetic 
operations. It is well known that a RAM is polynomially related to a DTM in the 
logarithmic ost model where we have to consider the size of all numbers used. 
Since it is still not comfortable to worry about the size of  rational numbers, we 
use the following technique, i f  the input consists of  certain rational numbers then 
we place the output points on a grid which is formed by the input numbers. By grid 
we understand a rectangle divided by equidistant parallel line segments in both 
dimensions. By width of a grid we understand the distance between two adjacent 
parallel ine segments. By size of a grid we understand the number of  line segments 
in the vertical direction times those in the horizontal direction. Our goal is to show 
that we can construct the output points on a grid such that there is a lower bound 
for the width and an upper bound for the size, both being polynomial in the input 
size. Then we are allowed to use the uniform cost measure for the time analysis in 
all algorithms to prove their polynomial behavior on a DTM. 
Now we can specify how an instance of e-SD should be represented. The points 
of  the set A are given by their rational coordinates, the group S is given by the 
letter C or D and any size k, and e is a rational number. Note that the points of 
the set A' may have irrational coordinates, for they need not be constructed explicitly. 
Our algorithm will give a polynomial reduction from the following problem which 
is known to be NP-complete (cf. [9]). 
Problem PLANAR 3-SAT. Instance: Formula ¢P = c~ ^  c2 ^  • • • ^  c,,. Each c~ is a 
clause of the form ci = I~, v li.. v l~,. Each !~, is a variable uj or its negation fij. The 
variables uj come from a set U ={u~ . . . . .  u,}. The set of  clauses is denoted by 
C={cl  . . . . .  c,,}. Formula F is planar, i.e. the bipartite graph G=(UuC,  E) is 
planar, where E contains exactly those pairs {u, c}c U x C such that literal u or 6 
belongs to clause c. 
Question: Is there a truth assignment for U such that • is satisfied? 
Theorem 2.1. There is a polynomial reduction algorithm from PLANAR 3-SAT to 
e-SD that works for any constant e and any fixed group Ck or Dk, k >~ 3. Thus, e-SD 
is NP-hard for each e and each symmetry group Ck and Dk, k~>3. This result even 
holds when the input set A for Problem e-SD is f /2-disjoint. 
3. The reduction algorithm----outline 
The reduction algorithm is organized in three steps, in each step we transform 
one problem to another one. The first problem of this chain is PLANAR 3-SAT and 
the last problem is e-SD. Note that this also implies that the two problems used in 
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I~ tween are NP-hard. This result may be interesting on its own specially for the 
!,rst problem that is shown to be NP-hard, Problem kD-DISC MATCHING, which 
is a geometric version of  Problem kDM (k-dimensional matching). 
3.1. Step 1 
In Step 1, we transform Problem PLANAR 3-SAT to a problem that deals with 
sets of colored discs in the plane. As in the case of neighborhoods, we will assume 
in the following that such discs are always closed. We will represent a disc by a 
triple (di, r~, c~) where d, is the center of the corresponding disc and has rational 
coordinates, r~ is the radius of the corresponding disc and is a rational number, and 
c~ is the color of  the corresponding disc and is denoted by a positive integer. A set 
of n discs is called k-colored if each disc is colored by one of k colors. 
Definition 3.1. Let ~ be a k-colored set of n discs where k divides n. A kd-disc 
matching of ~ is a partition of ~ into n/k  disjoint sets ~ such that each set ~i 
consists of k differently colored discs that have a common intersection. 
We want to transform Problem PLANAR 3-SAT to the following. 
Problem kD-DISC MATCHING. Given a k-colored set ~ ofn discs where k divides 
n. Does ~ have a kd-disc matching? 
in Step 2, we w~ll have to perform rotations of points. Rotations are operations 
that are difficult to perform on a DTM. Furthermore, not any rational input has a 
rational output. We will solve this problem by the use of approximation algorithms 
for all rotations. In order to make this work for our transformation, we need the 
set ~ of Definition 3.1 to be stable in the following meaning. 
Definition 3.2. A k-colored set ~ of n discs where k divides n, is B-stable for a 
positive number 8, if the following holds: 
(1) Each intersection of k differently colored discs contains a disc with radius 8. 
(2) The distance between two nonintersecting discs is greater than 28. 
Analogously to Definition 1.1, we define the 8-neighborhood of colored disc sets 
as follows. 
Definition 3.3. Let ~ = {(d~, r~, c,) . . . . .  (d., r., cn)} be a k-colored set of n discs. A 
set ~'={(d'~,  r; ,  c'd . . . . .  (d' ,  r ' ,  c')) is in the 8-neighborhood of ~ if there is a 
one-to-one correspondence b tween the discs of ~ and ~ '  such that (w.l.o.g. let 
(d,, ri, ci) correspond to (d~, r~, c~)) the centroid d~ lies in the B-neighborhood of 
the centroid d,, and the corresponding radii and colors are the same (r~ = r~ and 
c~ = c,) for all i = 1 . . . . .  n. 
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Observe that informally B-stable means the following: one can shake all disc 
centers of ~ by at most 8 without changing the kd-~isc matching property of  ~. 
Using Definition 3.3, we can state this more formaily. 
Lemmn 3.4. A k-colored set ~ o f  n discs is 8-stable i f  and only i f  the following holds: 
has a kd-disc matching i f  and only i f  all sets ~ '  in the 8-neighborhood 
o f  ~ have a kd-disc matching. 
Furthermore, i f  ~ is a 8-stable k-colored set of  n discs where each disc has equal 
radius e > 8, we know the following: 
• Let ~+ be the set obtained from ~ in the way that the discs o f~ with radius ~ are 
replaced by discs with radius e + 8 having the same centers and colors as in ~. I f  
~+ has a kd-disc matching then ~ also has a kd-disc matching. 
• Let ~-  be the set obtained from ~ in the way that the discs o f~ with radius e are 
replaced by discs with radius ~ -8  having the same centers and colors as in ~. I f  
has a kd-disc matching then ~-  also has a kd-disc matching. 
Proof. The first property immediately follows. 
Now, let the discs of  @ have equal radius E > 8 and refer to Definition 3.2. The 
first claim of Lemma 3.4 follows from the fact that the distance between two 
nonintersecting discs in @ is greater than 28. The second claim follows from the 
fact that each intersection of k differently colored discs contains a disc with radius 
8. [] 
Now we are ready to state what the reduction algorithm should do in Step I. 
The input is a planar formula • with n variables and m clauses, a rational number 
e, and an integer k/> 3. Let c be some fixed constant, independent of  this input. 
Then the output of the reduction algorithm should be a ce-stable k-colored set 
~(~,  k) of  O(k2(n + m) 2) discs with equal radius E such that the center of each 
disc lies on a grid in the Euclidean plane with width e/4 and size O(k(n + m))x  
O(k(n + m)) and the following statement holds: 
• is satisfiable if and only if ~(0 ,  k) has a kd-disc matching. 
Lemma 3.5. Step 1 of  the reduction algorithm can be performed on a RAM in time 
O(k2(n + m)2). 
Note that Problem 3D-DISC MATCHING is a special instance of Problem 
PLANAR 3DM which is already known to be NP-hard in its general form [5]. Our 
algorithm fails for k <~ 2 which is not surprising, because Problem 2DM is in ~. 
3.2. Step 2 
In Step 2, we establish aconnection between disc sets that have a kd-disc matching 
and point sets that have Ct as an approximate symmetry group. 
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Let e and c be fixed rational numbers (w.l.o.g. let c< l ) .  Let ~, (O,k)  be a 
ce-stable k-colored set of n discs with equal radius e and centers that lie on a grid 
in the Euclidean plane with width [~(e) and size s × s. 
For this input, we construct a set Aco.o~(O, Ck) of n points that are e/2-disjoint 
and lie on a grid in the Euclidean plane with width ~q(e) and size O(k- s) × O(k. s) 
such that the following three conditions are equivalent: 
(1) The disc set ~(~,  k) has a kd-disc matching. 
(2) In the e-neighborhood f the point set A~o.o,(~, Ck ), there is a set A~o.o~( , C~ ) 
with a centroid in the ~ce-neighborhood f  (0, 0) and symmetry gcoup Ck. 
(3) in the e-neighborhood f the point set A,,~.o,( ~, Ck ), there is a set A~o.o~(O, Ck ) 
with centroid exactly (0, 0) and symmetry group Ck. 
Lemma 3.6. Step 2 of  the reduction algorithm can be performed on a RAM in time 
O(n . p(e, k .  s)) for  some fixed polynomial p. 
3.3. Step 3 
The set A~o.o~(O, Ck) constructed in Step 2 already has an approximate symmetry 
property that looks very similar to the property we need. So, what is left to do? 
We would like to have a point set A(O, Ck) that fulfils the following equivalence 
statement with respect o ~(~,  k): 
The point set A(O, Ck) has Ck as an E-approximate symmetry group 
if and only if the disc set ~ , (~,  k) has a kd-disc matching. 
Note that this property does not hold for the set Aqo.o,(cP, Ck ). In the equivalent 
statements of  Step 2 we have the additional restriction that the centroid of the set 
A~o.o~(q b, Ck) is (0,0) or, at least, in the ~cE-neighborhood f (0,0). So, only one 
direction of  the desired equivalence holds. If the disc set ~(¢P, k) has a kd-disc 
matching then the point set A~o.o~(CP, Ck) has ¢Sk as an e-approximate symmetry 
group. For this direction it does not matter that we have even more information 
about the set A~o.o~(qb, Ck). But for the other direction it does matter. It may happen 
that ~(¢P, k) does not have a kDM-disc matching, but the set A~o.o~(~P, Ck) does 
have Ck as an e-approximate symmetry group. Due to the equivalent statements of 
Step 2, we can only exclude that in this case the centroid of A~o.o~(CP, Ck) is inside 
the Ice-neighborhood of (0,0). But we cannot exclude the situation where the 
corresponding centroid is outside the ~ce-neighborhood f (0, 0). 
Therefore, our goal is to modify the set Aqo.o~(CP, Ck) and get a resulting set 
A(qb, Ck) such that it caanot occur at all that A(~P. Ck) has Ck as an e-approximate 
symmetry group ~,here the centroid of the corresponding set A'(cP, Ck) is outside 
the 4t-ce-neighborhood of (0, 0). A second goal is to construct a set A(~, Dk) with 
the corresponding equivalence property for symmetry group Dk. 
The input for Step 3 is the set A~o.oj(~, C~) constructed on a grid in Step 2. The 
number of  points is denoted by n, the width of  the underlying rid is f/(e) and the 
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size is denoted by s × s. Note that all those values are polynomial in the size of the 
original input. 
in order to fulfil the first goal, we form the set A( ~, Ck ) = A~o.o~( , Ck ) u F, (~. k) 
where F,(O, k) is a set of 2k points on a grid with width [ l (e/k 2) and size 
O(k2s/e) × O(k2s/e) which has the following properties: 
(!) There is a set F'~(O, kl in the e-neighborhood f F,(O, k) with centroid (0, 0) 
and symmetry group Ck. 
(2) If F'~(O, k) is a set in the e-neighborhood f F~(O, k) with symmetry group 
C: then its centroid has to be in the 4ice-neighborhood f (0, 0). 
(3) in any case, F~(O, k) forms two orbits for the generating rotation p~, indepen- 
dent of the set A~o.o~(O, Ck). 
More formally: if there is a set A'(O, Ck) in the e-neighborhood of A(O, Ck) 
with symmetry group Ck then A'(O, Ck) splits up in A'(O, Ck)=A~o.o~(O, Ck)u 
F'F(O, k) such that F',(O, k) is in the e-neighborhood of F,(O, ~:) and consists of 
two orbits with respect o the generating rotation Pk- 
Informally expressed, the set F.. (O, k)fixes the centroid to b,. in the 4~ce-neighbor - 
hood of (0, 0) in such a way that it does not interfere with the set A~o.0~(O, Ck). For 
the construction of A(O, Ck) we do not need property (1) in the strong form as 
stated above but only in the weaker form that there is a set F'~(O, k) in the 
e-neighborhood of F,(O, k) with centroid in the ~ce-neighborhood f (0,0) and 
symmetry group Ck (the stronger form as s~ated above will be needed for the 
construction of A(O, Dk )). 
Note that properties (1) and (2) of F~(O, k) are independent of the input set 
A~o.o~(O, Ck). Only property (3) of F~(O, k) depends on the input. We fulfil property 
(3) by scaling F~(O, k) such that the poims of F,(O, k) are far away from the points 
of A~o.o~(O, C~). Then F,(O, k) has to form two independent orbits. 
Using the equivalence of conditions (1) and (2) of Step 2 and the above properties 
of F~(O, k), it is clear that the above desired equivalence holds: 
The point set A(O, C~) has C~ as an e-approximate symmetry group 
if and only if the disc set ~,(~,  k) has a kd-disc matching. 
in order to fulfil the second goal, we use the following lemma which will not be 
proved here, because the proof is straightforward. 
Lemma 3.7. Let A be a set of n points with symmetrv group C~. Let .4 be the set 
resulting from a reflection of A in any line through the centroid cA of A. Then the set 
B = A u ,4 has symmetry group Dk. 
Recall the equivalence of conditions (!) and (3) of Step 2. it says that in the 
e-neighborhood fthe point set A,o.o~(O, Ck), there is a set A~o.o~(O, Ck) with centroid 
(0, 0) if and only if the disc set ~,(O, k) has a kd-disc matching. Using property 
( ! ) of FF ( O, k ) in the strong version stated above that says that there is a set F'F(O, k) 
in the e-neighborhood f F (O, k) with centroid exactly (0, 0) and symmetry group 
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Ck, we obtain a corresponding result for the union set A(O, Ck)= A,,.,.(q~, C~)u 
F,(O, k): 
There is a set A'(~,C~) ia the e-neighborhood of A(~, C~) with 
centroid (0,0) and symmetry group C~ if and enly if the disc set 
~,(~, k) has a kd-disc matching. 
Now, we reflect the set A(~, Ck) in any line through (0,0) and form A(~, D~) 
as the union of A(~, Ct) and the set resulting from the reflection of A(qb, Ck). By 
Lemma 3.7 and the three properties of F~(O, k) stated above, we obtain: 
There is a set A'(~, Dk) in the e-neighborhood of A(O, D~) with 
symmetry group Dk if and only if the disc set 5~, (qB, k) has a kd-disc 
matching. 
l,emma 3.8. Step 3 of  the reduction algorithm can be performed on a RAM in time 
O(n+q(e ,  k, s)) for  some fixed polynomial q where n is the number of  points of  
A~o.o,( ~,  Ck ). 
This completes the reduction algorithm. It can be seen immediately that the above 
construction i three successive steps implies the following. 
Theorem 3.9. Let e be a rational number and S be a symmetry group of  the form Ck 
or Dk where k >i 3. Let • be a planar formula with n variables and m clauses. For this 
input, the reduction algorithm constructs a set AF.k (~)  of  O( k "-( n + m ) 2) points that 
are ~e-disjoint and lie on a grid in the Euclidean plane with width ~(e /k  2) and size 
O(k4(n + m )/ e ) x O( k 4( n + m )/ e ) such that the following holds: 
• is satisfiable i f  and only i f  there is a set A',.k(qb) in the e-neighborhood 
of  A~.k (~ ), with symmetry group S. 
The reduction algorithm can be performed on a RAM in time polynomial in n, m, e 
and k. 
Note that due to our remarks in the previous ection concerning the computational 
model, Theorem 3.9 implies Theorem 2.1. 
4. The details of Step I 
Given a planar formula O, we have to construct a set ~(O,  k) of k-colored iscs 
with radius e that has a kDM-disc matching if and only if • is satisfiable. For 
reasons of clarity, we will show how to construct ~(O,  3) and then modify the 
construction to make it work for any k ~> 3. 
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in the following, ~(O,  3) should consist of  discs with radius e that are colored 
red, blue or green. The discs of ~F(O,3) should be represented by their center 
points (which must have rational coordinates) and by the corresponding color. Due 
to Definition 3.1, we will take care that ~F(O, 3) consists of  the same number of 
red, blue and green discs. Any triple of three differently colored discs that have a 
common intersection is a possible element of  a 3DM-disc matching. Therefore, in 
our construction we have to take special care about which triple of  differently 
colored discs should have a common intersection and which should not. Intersections 
of discs with the same color or with only two different colors do not matter according 
to Definition 3.1. Thus, we may produce such intersections in our construction 
whenever we find it convenient. For clarity we will explain Step ! in two stages: 
the Construction Stage and the Layout Stage. 
Construction Stage: In this stage we will specify how to create the discs of  ~ (O, 3) 
from a given formula O. We will indicate which triples of  differently colored discs 
should have a common intersection. All triples not indicated should not have a 
common intersection, in the Layout Stage, we will obey this rule strictly. Any other 
intersections oi d'~cs will not be specified in the Construction Stage. Such intersec- 
tions may or ma~' not be possible. Our construction method will be a simplification 
of  the reduction algorithm from 3-SAT to 3DM as given in [6]. We will see already 
in this stage that ~(O,  3) has a 3DM-disc matching if and only if • is satisfiable. 
Here we do not yet need the planarity of  O. 
Layout Stage: in this stage we will construct a layout for the centers of  the discs 
of ~?F(O, 3) on a grid. Triples of differently colored discs of radius e will have a 
common intersection if and only if this is indicated in the Construction Stage. In 
this stage we do need the. planadty of • and a special layout algorithm given in 
[10]. The grid width will be (e/4)  and the grid size O(k(n+m))xO(k(n+m)) .  
Thus, the claims of Lemma 3.5 are satisfied. 
4.1. The details of the construction stage 
In Figs. 1, 2 and 3 we represent a disc by a symbol only, red discs by a *, blue 
discs by a o, and green discs by a *. Triples of differently colored discs that should 
have a common intersection we will indicate by encircling the corresponding disc 
symbols. Circles of such a triple we will call partners in the following. Let @ be a 
formula with clause set C = {c,  . . . . .  cm} and variable set U ={ut . . . . .  un}, each 
clause of C consisting of three literals formed by U. For each u, we will construct 
a variable component, and for each c, we will construct a clause component that is 
linked to the variable components of its three literals in a certain way yet to be 
dcscrii~ed. 
4. !. 1. Construction of a variable component 
in the following, we explain how to construct he variable component for one 
single variable u,. Thus, in the set ~r(O, 3) to be constructed we wil! have n different 
copies of the component that we are going to describe now. Referring to Fig. 1, a 
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Fig. I. Elements of  a variable component.  
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Fig. 2. Truthsetting in a variabl~ component. 
link should consist of two triples connected at a blue disc. The general form of a 
link is illustrated in Fig. la (Fig. lb shows a special form of a link that will be 
described soon). A variable component (or variable chain) should consist cf a closed 
chain of  several links connected at a red disc (cf. ,~ig. l e). The number of links may 
be different for each variable ui. The green discs s~;,~uld correspond to the variable 
u, and its negation ~, in an alternating way as indicated il, Fig. lc. Thus, each link 
contains one copy of u, and one copy of fi,. rhe red and blue discs of the chain 
are just linking elements. 
So far, it is already clear that the red and blue discs of the chain of one variable 
component can only be matched in such a way that either all u,-discs or all ~,-discs 
are matched simultaneously by the chain (cf. Fig. 2). We will consider the literal 
that is matched by the chain to be false. Since u, and a, are anternating in the variable 
chain, it is guaranteed that in a valid 3DM-disc matching the same literal is set true 
and the same literal is set fals~ for each link of  the same variable componen:. 
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Fig. 3. Clause component. 
We will determine in the Layout Stage, how many links a variable component 
should consist of. For each variable u~ there will be at least as many links as there 
are clauses that use ui or f,. A ~;nk that is used by some clause component will be 
called an active link, a link that is not used by some clause component, a passive 
link. Each clause that contains ,, or ~= will use a different active link of  the variable 
chain for u,. For each passive link we construct an additional couple of  a red and 
blue disc that is a partner of  either green disc of the link (cf. Fig. lb). We will call 
this couple a link dummy, it is used to match the true literal of a p ~ssive link in a 
valid 3DM-disc matching of ~, (O,  3). The true literal of an active link will be 
matched by some red/blue couple of the corresponding clause component. We will 
construct he clause components in such a way that we can match the true literals 
of all active link'~ it and only if • is satisfiable. 
4.1.2. Construction of a clause component 
Referring to Fig. 3, denote the clause by q = I h v lj~ v I h. Construct a red/blue 
clause couple that is partner of the green discs corresponding to the literals lj,, Ij:, 
Ij, that already exist in their corresponding variable chains. If several clauses use 
literals of the same variable, each clause will use a different active link of that 
variable. Since in a valid 3DM-disc matching all false literals ~,re matched by red 
and blue discs of their variable component, it is clear that a clause couple can be 
matched by a green disc if and only if the corresponding clause consists of at least 
one true literal. Now, consider the six green discs of the active links used by q. In 
a valid 3DM-disc matching, each of them has to get a red/blue couple as partner. 
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Three of them are false, so they are matched internally by the chain of the correspond- 
ing variable ~.omponent. One of the three true literals will be matched by the clause 
couple. So, two of them still remain. This is why we construct two additional red/blue 
couples, the clause dummies, for each clause c,. These dummies form triples ~ith 
some green discs of the corresponding active links in such a way that together they 
can match any two of them that may be true. Figure 3 shows that four triples suffice 
for each clause dummy. Since there are only ' . ,a dummies in each clause it is 
necessary that one of the three true literals has to be matched by the clause couple. 
By these remarks, we have already shov, n the following. 
Lemma 4.1. Let ¢P be an arbitrary instance of 3-SAT. Let ~,(~, 3) be a 3-colored 
set of discs which is constructed a~ shown in the Construction Stage. Let three differently 
colored discs of ~, ( O, 3) have o nonempt.v intersection if aad only if they belong to a 
triple as indicated in the Construction Stage. Then the following holds: 
is satisfiable if and only if ~ ( ~, 3) has a 3 DM-disc matching. 
How many discs does the so-constructed ~,(O, 3) consist of? First, consider the 
clause components ogether with their three corresponding active links. We have 
six red, blue and green discs for each clause cj. This gives 6m red, blue and green 
discs each in total which is polynomial in the input size of O. Now consider the 
passive links: each passive link consists of two red, blue and green discs each. Thus, 
the total number of ,'liscs of ~,(~, 3) is polynomial in • if and only if the total 
number of passive links is polynomial in ~. It will be shown in the layout stage 
that this is possible and that we can construct a layout for 5~, (~, 3~ on a grid with 
size and time as claimed in Lemma 3.5. 
4.2. The details of the layout stage 
Now we will place all centers of the discs of ~,(O. 3) on a grid such that triples 
of differently colored iscs intersect ifand only if that is indicated in the Construction 
Stage. The grid width will be e/4 and the grid size O(k(n+m))×O(k(n+m)) .  
Consider the bipartite graph G = (U u C, E) where U is the set of variables of 
O, C the set of clauses, and E contains exactly those pairs {u, c} such that literal 
u or ~ belongs to clause c. By assumption, G is planar. Now we use a result of 
Rosenstiehl and Tarjan [10] that states the following. 
Lemma 4.2. Every planar graph with n vertices has a planar layout on an integer grid 
with grid size n × (2n -4)  of the following form ( cf Fig. 4): all vertices are represented 
i'v horizontal line segments apd all edges connecting two vert;~ces are represented by 
vertical ine segments. The endpoints of each segment ~re placed on the grid. This 
layout can be computed in time O(n). 
The outline for thelayout algorithm is as follows. First, we compute an embedding 
of G according to Lemma 4.2. Then we replace very llne of the grid used in Lemma 
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4.2 by four  lines. We call the resulting grid the graph grid. We construct this graph 
grid explicitly with width 5~. Figure 5a illustrates how the graph of Fig. 4 is layed 
out on the graph grid. Depending on this layout, the algorithm routes the variable 
chains on certain tracks of the graph grid (cf. Fig. 5b). The explicit disc centers of  
~,(q~, 3) are placed along this route on the basic grid which is a refinement of the 
graph grid. The width of the basic grid is ~ .  Thus, basic and grap~! g.d.d JilTer by 
a constant only. Outside the clause vertices, the rule for the explicit layout of  the 
disc centers is very regular, it uses a constant pattern illustrated in Fig. 6. Only in 
a certain area within the clause vertices that is specified in Fig. 7, does the algorithm 
have to use a more irregular but still constant arrangement illustrated in Figs. 8 
and 9. 
Even without knowing the details explicit!v, we can already analyse the time 
complexity of the layout algorithm. The :ay~bt of G on the graph grid needs time 
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Fig. 6. Explicit layout of the variable chains between two graph grid nodes. 
I a I, I, iz 
o) I~. b) la 
Fig. 7. Layout of the variable chains within the clause vertices. 
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Fig. 8. Layout of a clause component on the graph grid. 
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Fig. 9. Explicit layout of a clause component on the basic grid. 
O(k(n + m)) according to Lemma 4.2. The routing of the variable chains needs time 
proportional to the size of the graph grid, because the basic grid where the explicit 
layout takes place differs from the graph grid by a constant factor only and the 
tools for the explicit layout are constant (though partially very complicated) patterns. 
The size of the graph grid is O(k(n + m)) × O(k(n + m)) according to Lemma 4.2. 
So the overall time for the layout algorithm is O(k2(n + m)2). This completes the 
proof of Lemma 3.5 for k = 3 provided that the explicit layout of ~,(@, 3) follows 
the rules for the triples given in the Construction Stage. Basically that is proven 
by the figures. 
So, in order to complete the proof we have to explain the geiJeral layout rules 
corresponding to the explicit examples in the figures mentioned above. The reader 
who already believes in the correctness of the layout algorithm may skip this part 
and continue at the end of this section where we show that the set ~,(@, 3) is 
ce-stable for a small constatlt c and how to generalize our construction for any k/> 3. 
First, we explain how to route the variable chains (cf. Fig. 5, the grid shown is 
the graph grid) We O,)rm each chain like a spider of which the main body is layed 
on the corresponding variable vertex and the leg; are layed on the edges to the 
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clauses that use this variable or its negation. For the horizontal variable vertices, 
we always use the first and third track from above, and for the vertical edges, we 
always use the first and third track from the left. This guarantees that the distance 
between different racks used is at least lOe. How the chain is layed out inside the 
clause vertices ::-i, be explained later. Note that each variable chain has as many 
legs as thcr¢ ace clauses that use the corresponding variable or its negation, but 
each clause vertex is touched by exactly three legs belonging to its three literals. 
It is clear by construction that outside the clause vertices, a variable chain consists 
of  passive links only. So the key for the layout outside the clause vertices is the 
layout of  the passive links. In general, on each node of the graph grid, which the 
chain passes, we place the center of a red disc. Thus, we connect wo different links 
on such nodes. How the layout of a chain is between two such nodes is shown in 
Fig. 6. The thin grid shown in Fig. 6 is the basic grid, the thick grid is the graph 
grid. All discs in this figure and also in Figs. 8 and 9 are represented by a symbol 
for their center and a circle indicating their boundary. The symbols for the disc 
centers indicate the corresponding disc color in the same way as in Figs. 1, 2, 3 ( .  
for red, o for blue, * for green, and Q for a center of both a red and blue disc). 
The circular boundaries of  the discs are dashed for red, dotted for blue and solid 
for green discs (with analogous mixtures for discs lying at the same place). Since 
the layout of the variable chains is on a rectangular grid, there are only two possible 
ways for a chain to pass a graph grid node: the chain either goes straight hrough 
(Fib. 6a) or it makes a right turn (Fig. 6b). in general, it does not matter on which 
side of the graph grid the green discs and the link dummies are. We only have to 
be careful at right turns, in this case the green discs and the link dummies have to 
be at the outer side. Then no two adjacent links will interfere improperly. Note that 
there are two links between two graph grid nodes and in no case do the disc centers 
deviate more than 5~ from their track. Since the distance of different racks used 
is at least lOe, no links of different racks will interfere improperly either. 
Now we come to the layout inside the clause vertices. On the graph grid we lead 
the three variable chains to so-called connection points as indicated in Fig. 7. We 
distinguish two cases: two edges enter a clause vertex in vertically opposed sides 
(Fig. 7a) or not (Fig. 7b). It is easy to see that all possible cases are symmetric to 
either one. in any case, we nave an arrangement of six connection points pairwise 
belonging to the variable chain of  the corresponding literal that looks as indicated 
in Fig~ 8. On or near each connection point we place the center of a red or blue 
disc belonging to passive links of the corresponding variable chain. Exactly as 
indicated in Fig. 8 we place the red/blue clause couple and the two red/blue clause 
dummies. Thus, outside the area of  Fig. 8 we have to deal with passive links only. 
We will use the same layout there as we described in the last paragraph. 
The only problem left is how to connect two corresponding connection points 
such that the variable chain is closed al~.t he active link intersects the clause couple 
and clause dummies exactly as demanded in the Construction Stage. The solution 
is given explicitly by Fig. 9: as marked in Fig. 8, we have three areas separated from 
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each other by dashed polygonal chains. Each variable component stays entirely 
within one area. So two different variable components do not interfere improperly. 
How this is possible is shown in Fig. 9. For reasons of clarity the only green discs 
shown are those of the three active links. The passive links used in this figure are 
only represented by their red and blue discs. But a proper layout for the correspond- 
ing green discs can easily be constructed and will not be shown here. 
Note that we have to cope with the following problem. At a particular clause 
cj -- !, v 12 v/~, the green discs belonging to !1, h ,  13 must intersect the clause couple 
discs, and the green discs belonging to l,, /2, r~ must not intersect the clause couple 
discs. We can decide on either green disc of  a link to represent ui or t~,. But once 
we have done this for one link, it follows for all other links of the same chain 
because u, and ~, have to be alternating. Thus, at a particular clause we have to be 
aware that either one of the green d;scs of  an active link may have to intersect the 
clause couple discs while its compliment must not intersect the clause couple discs. 
But Figs. 8 and 9 contain all cases: if you want to use the other green disc of  literal 
I,, simply reflect the arrangement o{" l~ in line r (marked in Fig. 8) and use the 
reflected result for I~. The same holds the other way around for i_~. If you want to 
use the other green disc of/~, simply reflect the arrangement of/3 itself in r. This 
is possible because the partition into the three areas is symmetric in line r. This 
finishes the description of  the layout algorithm. 
For which constant c is 8~(@, 3) ce-stable (c£ Definition 3.2)? Note that the 
entire layout consists of two different patterns: those corresponding to Fig. 6 and 
those corresponding to Figs. s and 9. Circles intersect only within one of these 
patterns. Observing these patterns carefully, we realize that all triple intersections 
of  differently colored discs are proper, i.e. they enclose a region greater than a single 
point. Two nonintersecting discs always leave some space in between. We only have 
to consider a constant number of  patterns which contain a constant number of discs 
each. Thus, we only have to consider a constant number of  intersection triples ~,nd 
a constant number of nonintersecting disc pairs. Take the minimum of the radii of  
all triple intersection sets and the minimum of half the distances between all 
nonintersecting disc pairs. It is clear by Definition 3.2, that the minimum of these 
two numbers yields a feasible 8 such that @,(@,3) is &stable. We do not intend 
to optimize this ,5 here J;u it is clear that some constant fraction of  the basic grid 
width certainly provides uch a 8. Looking at Fig. 8, one tenth of  the basic grid will 
certainly suffice. Anywa;J, 8=c¢ for some constant c (c=~,  e.g., if we take 
one tenth of the basic grid). This proves the requirement claimed in the outline of  
Step 1. 
So tar, we have restricted ourselves to the construction of the set 8,(@,3) as 
defined at the beginning of this section. The generalization to the construction of  
a set 8,(@, k) for any k t>3 is very simple. 
Take any of the three colors used in 8 ,  (O, 3) and replace every disc of  that color 
by k - 2 discs of k - 2 different colors that are not in use yet. it follows immediately 
that this gives a set 8~(@, k) with the required properties. 
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5. The details of Step 2 
Given a ce-stable k-colored set ~(O,  k) of  n discs with radius e (c < 1), we have 
to construct a set A(o.o)(O, Ck) of n points such that ~(~,  k) has a kDM-disc 
matching if and only if there is a set A~o.,))(O, Ck) in the e-neighborhood of 
A(o.o)(O, Ck) with a centroid in the "ce-neighborhood f (0, 0) and symmetry group 
Ck which should be equivalent o the existence of a set A~o.o)(O, Ck) in the e- 
neighborhood of A,o.o)(O, Ck) with centroid exactly (0, 0) and symmetry group Ck. 
We assume that the disc centers of ~, (~,  k) are layed on a grid G in the Euclidean 
plane with width [I(e) and size s x s. Using this assumption, we have to find a layout 
for the points of A(o.o)(O, Ck) on a grid in the Euclidean plane with width [I(e) 
and size O(k. s )xO(k ,  s). 
Consider the grid G for the layout of ~F(O, k) and refer to Fig. 10. Imply a shift 
to G such that G is symmetric to the y-axis lying totally above the x-axis and the 
angle a between the line segments from (0, 0) to the lower corners of G is less than 
2~r/k. For convenience, we identify the result of this shift with the original layout 
of  5~(~, k) in the following (this notation has already been used in Fig. 10). Let 
R be the smallest rectangle that contains G and has the x-axis as base line. 
• I 
i . 
tO,  O)  
Fig. 10. 
[] 
Lemma 5.1. The size of R can be taken to be O(k. s) x s. 
Proof. Referring to Fig. 10, we have to show that we can choose the line segment 
h of order O(k. s) such that a is less than 2~r/k. 
By the geometric definition of the tan-function, we obtain 
S $ 
2h tan(a/2) ::~ h 2tan(a/2)" 
This gives the following equivalence: 
2~ s 
a<-~- ¢:~ h>2tan(~/k  ). 
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Since tan x > x, we know that 
k 's  s 
> 
2~r 2 tan(~r/k)" 
Thus, h satisfies the required condition if h > k. s/2~r. So, h may be of order 
O(k. s). This proves the statement. [] 
Now we construct he point set A~o.o~(O, Ck) from the centers of the discs of 
~(O,  k) in the following way. We partition the Euclidean plane by a regular star 
with k rays and center (0,0) into k sectors as illustrated in Fig. 11. By Lemma 5.1, 
the centers of all discs of ~(4) ,  k) lie in Sector 1 on a grid with height O(k. s). 
Now we perform a clockwise rotation of the centers of  the discs with color j about 
(0, 0) by angle ( j -1 ) .  (2~/k) for each color j = 1 . . . . .  k. At this point we face a 
problem: How do we perform the rotations on a regular RAM. ° Especially, how do 
we place the resulting points on the required grid.° This is why we do not really 
compute the exact rotations of the disc centers, but rather the closest approximation 
points on a grid with width Ice. Call the set of the resulting points A,o.o~(O, Ck). It 
is c~ear that A~o.ob(4), Ck) is layed out on a grid with width •(e) and size O(k- s )x  
O(k. s). 
Now we are ready to prove Lemma 3.6. First, we have to show that the equivalence 
claimed in the outline of eotep 2 is satisfied. 
/ 
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Lemma 5.2. Let A,o.o~( O, Ck ) be constructed from the centers of the discs of ~o( O, k) 
in the way just described. Let ~ (0, k) be c¢-stable for c < 1. Then the following three 
conditions are equivalent: 
(i) The disc set ~(0 ,  k) has a kd-disc matching. 
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(2) In the e-neighborhood f the point set A,o.o,(cb, C~ ), there is a set A~o,o,(45, Ck) 
with centroid exactly (0, O) and symmci~y group Ck. 
(3) In the ~-neighborhood f  the point set A.¢.o,( ~, C~ ), there is a set A~,o~( ~, Ck) 
with a centroid in the ~ce-neighborhood of (0, O) and symmetry group Ck. 
For the proof of Lemma 5.2, we need the following. 
l,emma 5.J. Given a point p in the plane. Let p~ be the image of p by a rotation with 
angle a and center c;. Let p: be the image of p by a rotation with angle a and center 
e:. Then the distance between p~ and p,_ is at most 211¢,-c:ll. 
Proof. Without loss of generality, let ¢~ be the origin (0, 0) and c,_ be on the abscissa 
having coordinates (c, 0). Let p~ p~ and P2 have coordinates ( Px, P, ), (P',, P~) and 
(p~, p~'.) respectively (cf. Fig. 12). Standard Linear Algebra tells us: 
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p:p,:a~ 
dLtance ~;(1~ ~-){ dislarlce~ ~ { 
p~- og I 
I .p~:  a; 
dis:anr~, ~ (1 - : e 
I 
I 
Fig. 13. 
for j = 1 . . . . .  k. in Fig. 13, only one orbit is shown. This is why, for reasons of 
clarity, the index i is omitted. 
Applying Lemma 3.4 in connection with the fact that ~,(O,  k) is a ce-stable set 
of discs with equal radius, we obtain that for each i = 1, . . . ,  n/k there is a point p~ 
in the intersection of  all (1 - J,c)e-neighbor~oods of  d~, fo r j  = 1 . . . . .  k. 
Perform for each point p ,  k clockwise rotations about (0, 0) by angles ( j -  
l ) -  (2~r/k) for each j = 1 . . . . .  k. Denote the resulting points by p~. Since a rotation 
preserves distances, we obtain that for all i = 1 . . . . .  n/k and all j = 1 . . . . .  k th~ 
point p~, is in the (i - ~c)e-neighborhood of the point r[o~,~s)'k(d~,) (recall the notatior. 
given at the beginning of  this proof). By construction, we have a corresponding 
I • - ( j - I ) k  point of A~o.o~(O, Ck) in the ~ce-nelghborhood of r,,.o~ " (d~,). Denote this point by 
a,,. Combining these results, we know that p,, is in the e-neighborhood of a~. Thus, 
the set A~o.o~(O, Ck), consisting of all points Pi, for i = 1 . . . . .  n/k and j = 1 . . . . .  k, 
is in the e-neighborhood of A~o.o~(O, Ck). 
It is evident by the way we constructed it, that A~o.o~(O, Ck) has centroid (0, 0) 
and symmetry group Ck. This proves the property required for A~o.o~(O, Ck). 
(2)=:~(3): This is obvious: just, take the same set A~o.o~(O, Ck). 
(3)=~(1): Let A~o.o)(O, Ck) be a set in the e-neighborhood of A~o.o)(O, Ck) with 
centroid e' in ihe Ice-neighborhood f (0, 0) and symmetry group Ck. We now use 
the same notation as in part (1)=~(2) and apply a converse argument. 
Denote the points of  A~o.o~(O, Ck) by a',,. Now, for each point a;,, apply a 
counterclockwise rotation about ¢' by angle ( j -  I) • (21r/k). For each i, the points 
resulting from a;,, j = l . . . . .  k, coincide in one point p~. By assumption, each point 
a~, is in the e-neighborhood of some point a~, e A~o.o)(O, Ck). By the way how we 
constructed the set A~oo)(~,. Ck), a,, is in the .~ce-neighborhood of r~o.oJ-~J-~'k(di,). So,
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- ( i - I  each point a',, is in zhe (l+~c)e-neighborhood. f  r~o.,)~ 'k(d,,). Since rotations 
preserve distances, we obtain that Pi is in the (l+~ril=-neighborhood f 
• - (~ I ) ,k t (  ~ ~ C e r~-I'k(r~oOo~'"k(di,)), thecounterclockwise rotation of point rqo•~,, ~,,,,I about by 
angle ( j -1 ) .  (27r/k). Since c', the centroid of A~o.o,(@, Ck), is different from (0, 0) 
. J - I . k l . - l J - I I . k l~ l  ~ in general, the point .~- ~-~o.o~ ~,.~,. is not equal to d,. But we know that c' is 
at least in the ~ce-neishborhood of (0, 0). By Lemma 5.3, this implies that the point 
J-,.kl -~J-,,.k/.I ~ • r , - ,k  r-~J-,,k r~. ~r(o.o) ~,-i,, is in the ~ce-neighborhood of the point o.o)( ~o.o  (d,,)) = d,. 
Thus, we conclude that p~ is in the (i + c)e-neighborhood of d,, for all j = I . . . . .  k. 
By ~*(@, k) denote the k-colored disc set where we rep!ace all discs of radius 
~ by discs of radius (1 + c)e. Then the fact that pi is in the (1 + c)e-neighborhood 
of d~, for all j = 1 . . . . .  k implies that ~'(@, k) has a kDM-disc matching. Now we 
apply Lemma 3.4 in connection with the fact that ~ (@, k) is a ce-stab!e set of discs 
with equal radius and conclude that also ~,(@, k) has a kd-disc matching which 
we wanted to prove. [] 
in the second part of  the proof of Lemma 3.6 we have to analyse the time bound 
for the algorithm: the initial shift can be done in time O(n). 
How do we perform an approximate rotation? The answer is as follows. Note 
that a rotation corresponds to a matrix multiplication which involves the values 
cos(j • (2~r/k)) and sin(j • (2~r/k )). It is known that these values can be approximated 
on a RAM up to an error of B in time ,6(8) where `6 is a fixed polynomial (cf. [3]). 
A matrix multiplication can be performed easily on a RAM in time polynomial in 
the size of the corresponding point to which the multiplication applies. Further, the 
result of  this multiplication differs from the correct result by an error that is 
polynomial in the error we make in the approximation of cos( j - (2~/k))  and 
sin(j- (2~/k)). We conclude that an approximate rotation up to an accuracy of 8 
can be computed on a RAM in time p(8, size(p)) where p is a fixed polynomial. 
In our case, we have to perform n such approY,,natiur.s B is of order O(~), and 
size(p) is of order O(k- s). Thus, the overall time is O(, ;  p(e,  k- s)) as claimed in 
Lemma 3.6. 
6. The details of Step 3 
For Step 3, the discussion in Section 3 was already ,airly detailed. The only thing 
left is to show how to construct a set F~(O, k) for k I> 3 with the properties required 
in Section 3 on a grid with width ~(e/k  2) and size O(k2s/e) x O(k'-s/e~. We repeat 
the properties that F~(@, k) should fulfil: 
(1) There is a set F',(@, k) in the e-neighborhood f F~(@, k) with centroid (0, 0) 
and symmetry group Ck. 
(2) If F'~(O, k) is a set in the e-neighborhood of F,(O, k) with symmetry group 
Ck then its centroid has to be in the Ice-neighborhood f (0, 0). 
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Fig. 14. The point set Fr(k). 
(3) In any case, F~(4~, k) forms its own orbits for the generating rotatim, pk, 
independent of the set A~o.o,(4~, Ck). 
We show the existence of such a set F.~(O, k) and how to construct it in three 
consecutive steps: 
First, we show how to form a set F~(k) dependent on a radius r that has properties 
(1) and (2). It will be obvious that F~(k) must contain some irrational points. This 
is why, in the second step, we show that for a sufficiently large r there is a value 
80 of order ~(~/k 2) such that for any B <~ 80 the following holds: if F~.~(k) is any 
set in the 8-neighborhood of F'~(k) that satisfies one further condition which we 
specify later, then properties (1) and (2) hold as well for F~,~(k) as they hold for 
F~(k). Since this statement holds for any 8 <~ 80, it is obvious that F'~,~(k) can be 
placed on a grid with width f~(~/k2). Note that we already stated in Section 3 that 
the properties (1) and (2) are independent of  the input. This is why we have not 
yet mentioned formula @. in the last step, we first observe that for a sufficiently 
large r, dependent on the input A~o.o~(O, Ck), the set F~(O, k) can be taken to be 
any set F'~.~(k) that fulfils the above conditions. This set FF(@, k) wiU also satisfy 
property (3). Then we show how to construct such a set FF(O, k) in the time stated 
in Lemma 3.8. 
6.1. Construction of F', ( k ) 
Definilion 6.1. For some arbitrary but fixed radius r, define the following set of k 
points in the plane (cf. Fig. 14): 
(cos(2 / g (cos(22 /kg (cos(k2 /kg  
r. \ s in (2~/k) f  r \sin(2 • 2~r/k)] . . . . .  r. \s in(k .  2~r/k)]J 
Remark. The set F'(k) has centroid (0, 0) and symmetry group Ck. 
Definition 6.2. Fora point set A and a line I, denote the reflection of A in ! by rfl~(A). 
Remark. i f  I passes through (0, 0) then the set rf l l (F'(k))  and, thus, the set F~(k)u 
rf l l (F'(k)) has centroid (0, 0) and symmetry group Ck (cf. Lemma 3.7). 
For some line I passing through (0,0), we modify the so-defined set F ' (k )u  
rf l l (F'(k)) to obtain a set F~(k) that has properties (1) and (2). 
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Definition 6.3. Let r of Definition 6.1 be large enough such that the distance between 
ny two points of Fr(k) is greater than 8e. Define the set F',(k) consisting of 2k 
points in the following way (cf. Fig. 15). 
Take three points a, b, e of F'(k) with angles adjacent with respect o (0, 0). 
Define a set/~'~(k) consisting of k points in the following way (note that this is not 
yet the set F;(k)!). In F;(k) ,  replace the points a and c by the points cl = ( 1 - e) • a 
and i = ( 1 - e) • c, i.e. by the points i ,  the respective -neighborhoods that are closest 
to (0, 0), and replace the point b by the point/~= (1 + e) • b, i.e. by the point in the 
e-neighborhood that is furthest o (0, 0). Leave the other points in F~ as they were 
in F'(k). 
[ ne [ r'fl (a) ........... ,~';~e 
~ t ~  /,,, ,~ b . .  
a o . . . .cX,  " ,, 
• rFI (b) ~ - ' "c ' - ,C  
b ..... 
..................... Fi 
Fig. 15. The modification of F'(k} in order to obtain F',(k). 
Let a denote the angle between two points of ,~(k)  with respect o (0,0). By 
:onstruction, a is the same as the angle between two points of Fr(k), namely 
a = 2~r/k. Let I be a line through (0, 0) such that the angle between I and point d 
~a ha. ° is close to 4ma, namely between and Reflect F~(k) in this line I and denote 
the resulting set by F'~(k). Define F~(k) to be F~(k) u F'~(k). 
Remarks. The conditions imposed on r and I guarantee that the set F~(k) is 
2e-disjoint. in the following, we may basically assume that the angle between I and 
is exactly ~a. The reason why this is not demanded in Definition 6.3 is that later 
we need that ! i~as rational coordinates. 
We further observe: if Ck is an e-approximate symmetry group of F~(k), then 
there are two orbits for the generating rotation pk- One orbit is in the e-neighborhood 
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of F~(k) and the other orbit is in the t-neighborhood of F'~(k). This follows from 
the condition for the angle between I and a. 
Note that all so-defined sets F~(k) consist of  some irrational points for any k/> 5 
and k--3. But they do already fulfil properties (1) and (2), property (2) even in a 
stronger form than required. 
[,emma 6.4. Let k>~3. T~,ere is a set F'/(k) in the t-neighborhood of F',(k) with 
centroid (0, 0) and symmetry group Ck, Furthermore, there is no set F'~'(k) in the 
t-neighborhood f F'~(k ) with symmet O,group Ck and centroid other than (0, 0). 
Proof. It is easy to see that there is a set F~'(k) in the t-neighborhood of F~(k) 
with centrnid (0, 0) and symmetry group Ct. Take the set F ' (k )u  rfll(F'(k)). 
Now we show the second property: let p' be the centroid of some set FT(k) in 
the e-neighborhood f F~(k) with symmetry group Ck. By construction, each point 
of F~'(k) is in the 2t-neighborhood of some point of F'(k). Since (0,0) is the 
centroid of F'(k), we conclude that p' is in the 2e-neighborhood f (0, 0). Our goal 
is to show that p' = (0, 0) exactly 
Referring to Fig. 16, denote the line perpendicular to I at (0, 0) by 1. ! and r 
partition the plane into four rectangular sectors I, II, i l l  and iV that intersect in 
(0, 0). in the following, we show that p' cannot be in any of those sectors except for 
(0, 0): 
ge a .  
• 
I 
3 
l i ne  'o, o) L ~ 
*C 
l ine I 
Fig. 16. 
The distance from centroid p' te the points ~', [~', c,a," =' b' and ~' of the set F~'(k) 
has to be the same for all six points. Consider the points b and ~ as an example. 
Since /;' and F are in their respective e-neighborhoods, we conclude that the 
distances from ~,' to/ ;  and from p' to ~ differ by at most 2t. 
it is well known (cf. e.g. [4]) that this statement can be best described in terms 
of a hyperbola: p' lies between the two branches of the hyperbola defined by the 
points x that fulfil 
I I I x - l ; l l -  I Ix -  Zll I = 2t. 
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in Fig. 16, the shaded region is the region between the two branches of the 
so-defined hyperbola. Due to the way /~ and ~ a~c constructed from b and c, we 
conclude that (0, 0) lies on one branch of this hyperbola s shown in Fig. 16. It is 
easy to see that, except for (0,0) and possibly some region far outside the 2e- 
neighborhood of (0, 0), Sector IV lies completely outside this hyperbola. Since the 
point p' has to be in the 2e-neighborhood f (0, 0) in any case by the observations 
above, we conclude that if p' lies in Sector IV, p' must be the point (0, 0). 
What happens if p' lies in some other sector? Referring to Fig. 17, we have just 
given the arguments why p' cannot be in Sector IV except for the point (0, 0). The 
key observation for that case was that p' has to be on one side of a certain branch 
of a hyperbola defined by the points/~ and ~. If we replace the points/~ and ~ by 
the points ~ and/~ in the argumentsabove then we get the analogous tatement for 
Sector II. Using the points ~ and b, we get the same statement for Sector I, and 
using the points b and ~, we get the same statement for Sector Ill. Thus, p'= (0, O) 
for any case. [] 
m 
~,.a .i .J i .~ 
IXI 
Fig. 17. The reason why p' must be equal to (0.0). 
6.2. Construction of F'~.s( k) 
We have to modify the set F~(k) such that it can be placed on a grid and properties 
(1) and (2) still hold. The idea is as follows. For a certain 8, we replace the points 
of  F~(#~) by points in the B-neighborhood resulting in a set F'~.~(k). The points of 
F'~.~(k) will be placed in such a way that Fr(k)urfl~(Fr(k)) is still in the e- 
neighborhood. Thus, property (1) is still satisfied. By Lemma 6.4, we know that the 
centroid of any set in the e-neighborhood of F'~(k) with symmetry group Ck has 
to be (0, 0). This is stronger than property (2). In order to satisfy property (2) for 
the set F',.a(k), we have to choose 8 small enough such that the centroid of any set 
in the e-neighborhood of F'~.a(k) with symmetry group Ck is not too far away from 
(0, 0), namely at most ice. 
Note that it is not obvious that such a ~ even exists and, if so, how B depends 
on e and k. So far, we cannot exclude that there is a set not in the e-neighborhood 
of F'(k) but arbitrary close to it that has symmetry group Ck and a centroid totally 
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different from (0, 0). But the following lemma tells us that this cannot happen if J 
is sufficiently large. 
[,emma 6.5. There is a bound ro of order O(k2e) and a bound 80 of order l~(e/k'-) 
such that for any r >~ ro and any 8 <~ 80 the following holds. Let F'~.~( k ) be a set in the 
intersection of the e-neighborhood of Fr ( k ) u rfl l(F'(k)) and the 8-neighborhood of 
F'~(k). Then F~.~(k) satisfies properties (1) and (2): 
( 1 ) There is a set F~(k)  in the e-neighborhood of F~.~(k) with centr~id (0, 0) and 
symmetry group Ck. 
(2) The centroid of any set F'~( k ) in the e-neighborhood f F'~.~( k ) with symmetry 
group Ck must be in the 14ce-neighborhood f (0, 0). 
Remark. Note that due to the construction of F~(k), the intersection of the e- 
neighborhood of F'(k) and the 8o-nc:ghborhood f F'~(k) is nonempty. Thus, a 
set F~.~(k) always exists. 
Proof of Lemma 6.5. Since F'(k) u rfl:(F'(k)) is in the e-neighborhood of F:.~(k) 
by assumption, property (1) is satisfied. 
in the subsequent pages, we compute a 6o such that also property (2) holds for 
the set F:.~(k) whenever 8<~ 80. We will see that such a 80 exists only if r~  > ro for 
some value ro that will be worked out in the subsequent computations. 
Let p' be the centroid of  a set F::~(k) in the e-neighborhood of F:.~(k) with 
symmetry group Ck. Our goal is to compute a 6 such that the distance from p' to 
(0,0) (which is IIp'll) is at most ~ce. 
Our strategy is as follows: we first compute an upper bound for I]P'[I for the case 
that p' is in Sector IV (cf. Fig. 16). This upper bound will depend on 8 and some 
other values which we investigate later. We then ask for which 6 this upper bound 
is rot greater than ~ce. We will see that this gives an upper bound 80 for 8 that 
depends on the other values to be investigated later. Then we show that we only 
need to modify some paramLters defined at the beginning of  our computations in
order that 8o is also an upper bound for 8 for the case that p' is in any other sector. 
Finally, we investig,:te the other values on which 80 depends and obtain the result 
stated in Lemma 6.5. 
Let p' be in Sector IV. We use arguments similar to the arguments in the proof 
of Lemma 6.4. Consider the points b and ~ of F'~(k). Let b~ and ¢~ be the 
corresponding points of F'~.~(k) that are in the respective 8-neighborhoods of b and 
~. Let b' and c' be the corresponding points of F~(k)  that are in the respective 
e-neighborhoods of b~ and c~. Since p' is the centroid of F'~(k), we know that 
l ip'-  b'l l- l ip'-  c'll = 0. 
Using l ib ' -  b~ II, II c ' -  c~ II ~< e and IIb~ - i;ll, IIc~ - ~ll <~ 8, we obtain 
II p ' - l ; l l -  II p ' -~l l  <~ 2(e + 8). 
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This means that p'  lies inside the branches of a certain hyperbola with foci/~ and 
and invariant distance parameter 2(e + 6). In Fig. 18, this hyperbola is denoted 
by h'. In Lemma 6.4, it was shown that (0, 0) lies on a hyperbola with the sar, le 
loci /~ and ~, but invariant distance parameter 2e. In Fig. 18, this hyperbola is 
denoted by h. It follows that h' intersects Sector IV in the way sketched in Fig. 18. 
p'  must lie inside the shaded region. It is immediate to see that the largest value 
for IIp'll is obtained when p'  lies at the intersection of h' either with 1 or with l~ 
Without loss of  generality, consider the intersection of h' with I (the intersec'ion 
of h' with /" can be treated analogously), in the following, we give an upper bound 
for the absolute value of this intersection point depending on 6, r and the slope 
angle ~p of I. 
Figure 19 shows the branches of the hyperbolas h and h' that are relevant for 
Sector IV in detail, in order to make the following computations more tractable, 
the coordinate system of Fig. 18 is changed in Fig. 19. The common center of h 
and h' is the new origin (0, 0). The common principal axis of h and h' is the abscissa. 
f 
/ / 
/ 
f 
line I 
liner 
Fig. 18. The region where p' must lie ifp' is in Sector IV. 
c I D 
I 
Fig. 19. The branches of h and h' relevant for Sector IV in a new coordinate system. 
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So we may denote the foci /; and ~ by (d,0) and ( -d ,0 )  where d is half the 
distance between !; and ~. Since/;  and ~ are in the respective -neighborhoods of  
b and ¢ of the set F ' (k )  (cf. Definition 6.3), d is of  the same asymptotic size as the 
distance between tw~ adjacent points of Fr (k)  which is of  the same asymptotic size 
as r/k due to the way we defined F'(k) (cf. Definition 6.1). Thus, we can state 
d =O(r /k ) .  (1) 
The origin of  Fig. 18 is denoted by (x, y) in the coordinate system of  Fig. 19. The 
angle of  line I with respect to the new abscissa is denoted by 9- The distance we 
are interested in is the distance from (x, y)  that lies on h to some point (x+# cos 9, 
Y+O sin ~p) that lies on h' and !. This distance is 10l. 
Before we give an upper estimate for Iol, we first compute a representation of Q 
that depends on the other parameters mentioned. 
Using the standard equation for a hyperbola that is centered in this way (cf. e.g. 
[4, p. 60]), (x, y) lies on h means that 
x__~2 y2 _ 
¢, - d2_ _, - l ~ (d-` - ~2)x"- e2y 2 = r2 (d2-  e2). (2) 
(x+o cos ¢, Y+O sin ~0) lies on the hyperbola h' means 
(x+0cos~o)-" (y+0s in~o) :  _ 
(¢+8)-` d2_ (¢+8)  2 =l  
¢:~ (d' - - (e+B)2)(x+o cos ~o)2-(e+8):(y+o sin ~O) 2
= (e + a)-~(d 2 -  (e + a)-~). (3) 
We solve (3) for 0. Rearranging the left hand term of  (3) gives: 
(d-` - ( r  + a)")(x + 20x cos ¢ + 02 cos 2 ~0) 
- (~+8)~(y+20y sin ~o+O 2 sin-" ~o)2 
= 0-`" ( (d" -  (~ + ~)-`) cos 2 ~o - (e + 8)-` sin 2 9))  
+ 20" ( (d:  - (e + 8)-`)x cos ~o - (~ + 8):y sin ~o)) 
+ (d : -  (e + B)-')x-'- ( t  + 8)-`y-` 
= O-`" ( d2 cos" ¢ - (e  + 8)-`) 
+20" (d:x cos ¢ - (e +,$):(x cos ¢+y sin 9))  
+ (d-` - e")x 2 - (28¢ + 82)x 2 - r2y 2 - (28e + 8-`)y 2. (4) 
The underlined terms of (4) correspond to the left hand term of (2). 
Rearranging the r/ght hand term of (3) gives 
(~2 + (2ae + a2))((d -" - e')  - (2,~e + ,S')) 
= e"(d 2 -  ¢'-) + (2ra + 8-')(d 2 -  e 2) - ~'2(2ea + a 2) - (2e15 + 82)(2ra + 82) 
= e~(d-'-  2 )+ (2ea + a-')(d-`- ~-` - (e + a)-`). (5) 
The underlined term of (5) corresponds to the right ha.~d term of  (2). 
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Combining (4) and (5) and omitting the underlined terms because they correspond 
to equation (2), we obtain that the following equation is equivalent to (3): 
0 2. (d2cos 2~o- (e+8)  2) 
+ 20- (d 2x cos q, - ( e + 8 )2( x cos ~0 + y sin ~ ) ) 
= ( 2eS + 8 ~-)(x2 +y2 + d2-  e2-(  e + 8 )2). 
For convenience, we denote the coefficient of o '  by 
D := d 2 cos" ~p - (e + 8)-" (6) 
Then we obtain the following two solutions OJ and 0,: 
(e + 8)2(x cos q, +y  sin ¢)  - d2x cos q, 
01/2-- D 
+ (8 :+ 2eS)(x2 +y" +Dd" - e: - (e + 8):)]. li2 (7) 
Which one of  those two solutions is the one we are looking for? Refer to the 
Figs. 18 and 19. i f  I intersects h' twice, it is clear that we are looking for the solution 
that is closer to (x,y) (Fig. 19), resp. (0,0) (Fig. 18). This is the solution where O 
has the smaller absolute value. 
Our solutions for 0 are of  the form a + ~ .  Simple observations show that 
in general the following hold: 
• If a > 0 then the term with smaller absolute value is a -  ~/a2+ b. 
• i f  a <0 then the term with smaller absolute value is a + ~ .  
• i f  a = 0 then there is one unique solution v~. 
In any case, it is easy to see that the smaller value of a + ~ is not greater than 
x /~.  Using this result for our actual solution in (7), we obtain 
IOl~ ~/(8: + 2eS)lx2 + y2 + d : -~: - (e  + 8)2) 
D 
~< , / (8"  + 2eSl(x: + y: + d") 
~¥ D " 
The term x :+y:  can be estimated from above: x2+y: is the square of the distance 
from (x, y) to (0, 0). in terms of the old coordinate system used in Figs. 15 and 18, 
this distance is the distance from (0, 0) to the midpoint o f / ;  and ~. It is easy to see 
that this distance is not greater than the distance from (0, 0) to any point of  F ' (k ) ,  
e.g. to b (cf. Fig. 15) which is, by definition, r. Thus, we obtain 
x :+y:~ r: (cf. Fig. 19) 
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it is clear that d < r (cf. (1)). This gives the following bound for ]Ol: 
]0[ ~ ~/ (82+2~)  "" 2r2 
Our goal is that this bound is not greater than Ice. Thus, the following condition 
implies that property (2) holds for F~.~(k): 
~/2(82;2e8)  c~ 
- -  <~ - -  (8 )  
4r" 
Condition (8) is satisfied when 8 satisfies the following: 
82 + 2e8 <~  ¢:~ 82+2e8 
C2E2D 
32 - - 3-~"~-r "~<~0" 
This is satisfied when 
8 ~ - f  + */E'2+ c2E2D~- cE~-O__.. 80 . (9) 
V 32r 2 6r 
This gives an upper bound 8o for 8 that is of order @(e,/-D/r). 
Note that the bound in (9) was derived for the case that p' is in Sector IV. The 
value D, defined in (6), depends on the values d and ~p. d is half the distance from 
/~ and E and ~ is the angle between I or T and the line connecting b and E. in the 
following, we c~i~ two pc~ints p~ and P2 critical if d is defined to be half the distance 
between p~ and P2 and ~ is defined to be the angle between I or T and the line 
connecting Pt and P2. So, b and E are the critical points for Sector IV. 
For the other sectors, we use the same critical points as in the proof of Lemma 
6.4 (cf. Fig. 17): For Sector !I, we use as critical pc ints ~ and E. For Sector i, we 
use as critic~, I points the points ~ and b, and for Sector i!!, we use as critical points 
the points b and ~ So, in each sector we have a pair of critical points with which 
we define the actual values for d and cp. With these values for d and ~p, we define 
D just as in (6). Then the same computations as above apply for the other sectors 
as they applied for Sector IV. 
We conclude that the bound in (9) holds for any sector that may contain p'. Note 
that only the value/9, defined in (6) with the use of the parameters d and 9, depends 
on the actual sector that contains p'. It remains to give an asymptotic estimate for 
this value D. 
First, we show that for any sector, the value [cos ,pJ cannot be arbitrarily small 
when k is fixed. 
Repeat that ~p is the angle between I or i" and the line connecting two critical 
points. It depends on the actual sector which points the critical points are. Without 
loss of generality, consider the angle between I and the line connectirg two critical 
points (the observations for T are analogous). 
[cos ~o[ becomes mall when ~0 is close to ~r. Observing Fig. 17, we see that the 
lines that form the angl,e closest o ~ar to I are the line connecting ~ and/~ and the 
line connecting ~ and b. Without loss of generality, let us confine ourselves to the 
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line connecting di and /~ (the line connecting =[ and /~ is the reflection of this line 
in l). Referring to Fig. 20, ~0 is the angle between I and the line connecting ~ and 
/~ We will show in two steps that [cos %0[ cannot be arbitrarily small. First, we 
consider the angle ~, between ! and the line connecting the points a and b (of the 
set F'(k)) and show that [cos ~[ is of order O( l /k )  and, thus, not arbitrarily small 
when k is fixed. It is easy to see that ~p and ~ differ by the angle ¢,' shown in Fig. 
20. In the second step, we show that there is a value ro of order O(k"~) such that 
for r~ > ro the angle ~0' is so small that [cos ,p[ is of the same asymptotic order as 
[cos 0[. By the result of the first step, this implies that [cos ~ is of order O( l /k) .  
(i) Let ~ be the angle between ! and the perpendicular bisector of a and b which 
passes through (0, 0) by the construction of F ' (k) .  Then O = _~r - ~ and cos ¢, = sin ~. 
If  a is the angle between a and b with respect o (0, 0) then, just by the definition 
of a perpendicular bisector, the angle between a and this perpendicular bisector is 
equal to ~,a. By the requirement for ! in Definition 6.3, the angle betwen a and ! is 
between ~a and ~a. This implies that 
" 4k ~'~"  
Since sin ~= 0(~) for I~1 ~-~, we obtain that 
[cos Oj = Isin ~1 = O( l /k) .  (10) 
(ii) We would like to extend the result of (10) to the angle ~p. Consider the angle 
~p' and refer to Fig. 21. It is easy to see that for a fixed d and e, the angle @' is 
largest if in the triangle shown in Fig. 21 the angle at point a is a right angle. Thus, 
we obtain 
E 
Lsin ~"1 <~ .  
b 
=cx 
Xline I 
Fig. 20. 
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Fig. 21. 
This implies the following. If d is of order f~(ke) then Isin 60'J, and, thus, 60' is 
of order O(I/k). By (I), we kn~w that d is of order f~(ke) if and only if r is of 
order ft(k2E). In the observatior of step (i), we showed that 0 is of order O(I/k). 
Thus, we can choose some ro of order O(k2e) such that 60' is less than 0/2. This 
implies that 60 is of the same asymptotic order as 0. Thus, Icos 601 is of the same 
asymptotic order as Icos OJ and we conclude: 
There is an ro of order O(k2e) such that for any r ~> ro the following holds: 
Icos 601 = o(I/k). (I 1) 
With this estimate for Icos60], we can now derive an estimate for D= 
d 2 cos 2 60 - (e + 8) 2. An  upper bound is trivially: 
D ~< d" cos 2 60. 
For a lower bound, let d ~>v~(e +8)'~/Icos 60l- Then we obtain 
D t> ~d: cos 2 60. 
Using (11), the condition d I> ~ (e + 8)'~/Icos 601 is satisfied when d ~> do for some 
do that is of order O(kE). We summarize this as 
If d/> do for some do of order O(ke) then D = O(d 2 cos 2 60) = O 
Combining this estimate for D with the estimate for d in (1), we obtain 
(:) lf r>~roforsomerooforderO(~k:), thenD=O ~-~ . (12) 
Combining (9) and (12), we conclude 
if r ~> ro for some ro of order O(k2e), then it suffices to choose 8 <~ 80 
for some 80 of order f~(E/k:) such that the following holds: the 
centroid of any set F'~,(k) in the e-neighborhood of F;.,(k) with 
symmetry group Ck must be in the ~ce-neighborhood f (0, 0). 
This completes the proof of Lemma 6.5. [] 
6.3. Construction of F~ ( @, k) 
Now consider the input for Step 3 of the reduction algorithm, the set A~o.o~(@, Ck). 
This set is layed out on a grid with size O(s) xO(s). 
Define the set F2/(k) as in Definition 6.3 (here 2s is the actual value for r). 
Choose a 8 such that 0< 8<~ 80 where 8o is the bound of Lemma 6.5. Let F,(@, k) 
be a set in the intersection of the e-neighborhood of F~-~(k)u rfl~(F2~(k)) ~nd the 
8-neighborhood of F~(k). it is clear that the so-defined set F,(@, k) sati,.,~es 
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property (3), because the points of F~(4,, k) are far away from the points of 
A,o.o~(¢', Ck). Since the size of our input is such that 2s is certainly greater than the 
bound ro of Lemma 6.5, ~(4,, k) also satisfies properties (l) and (2). 
How do we compute the set F~('/', k), if the set A,o.o,(O, Ck) of n points is given? 
First, we have to compute the grid size s which needs time O(n). 
Then we compute the set F2~(k) up to an accuracy of at least 18 for each point 
of F2~(k). This can be achieved by the use of an approximation algorithm for the 
values 2s. cos(j- 2~r/k) and 2s. sin(j- 2~r/k) for j - -  1 . . . . .  k, because these values 
define the set F2~(k). 
Now we proceed according to Definition 6.3. Take three points a, b, c of the 
so-constructed set and replace them by (1 - (e -~8) )  •a, (1 +(e -  ~,8)). b and (1 -  
(e - ~B))- c respectively. Denote the resulting set by f~ (O, k). It is clear that ,~F (4', k) 
is in the intersection of the e-neighborhood f F:~(k) and the 8-neighborhood f 
F"~'(k). Due to the way 8 can be chosen, ~(O, k) can be layed out on a grid with 
width fl( e / k2). 
Now choose the line ! such that it satisfies the requirements in Definition ¢L3 with 
the additional restriction that the coordinates of I are rational. By the remarks after 
Definition 6.3, such a choice is possible. Reflect the set F~(O, k) inline I resulting 
in a set F,(O, k). Since ! and the points of/~(O, k) are rational, F~(O, k) is also 
rational. 
Finally, take the set F~ ( O, k) to be ,~ ( O, k) u ~ ( O, k). By construction, this set 
can be layed out on a grid with width ~(e/k'-), and by Lemma 6.5 and the remarks 
at the beginning of this subsection, properties (1)-(3) hold. 
Now we analyse the time needed for this construction. We already mentioned in 
Section 5 that the values cos(j. (21r/k)) and sin(j. (21r/k)) for j - -  l , . . . ,  k can be 
computed on a RAM up to accuracy 8 in time polynomial in 8. Analogous to the 
proof for the time bound of Lemma 3.6, this implies that the approximation of a 
point of F'-~(k) up to accuracy 8 costs time polynomial in 8 and s. Since 8 can be 
chosen of order O(e/k'-), we conclude that there is a polynomial ~ such that each 
point of F'-~(k) can be approximated up to accuracy 8 in time at most ~(e, k, s). 
Thus, the entire construction of F'-~(k) takes time at most k. ~(e, k, s). 
The other operations for the construction of the set F~ (4', k) are some shifts and 
reflections which can certainly be performed in polynomial time. 
We conclude that the set F~(O, k) can be constructed on the required grid in time 
O(n + q(e, k, s)) where q is some fixed polynomial. The time needed for the other 
operations of Step 3, mentioned in Section 3, is certainly dominated by this time 
bound. This proves Lemma 3.8. 
7. Conclusion 
We have proved that Problem e-SD is NP-hard. Considering our result together 
with the algorithms known for exact symmetry, we can state: there are efficient 
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algorithms, but they do not solve our problem for any realistic input. And there are 
realistic gays to consider the input, but then it is not likely to find an efficient 
algorithm. But symmetry detection is an important problem which has to be solved 
somehow. Since we do not want to wait until the question whether P = NP or not 
is settled, we have to m~dify the prerequesites for our set A of which we would 
like to know the v-approximate symmetry group. 
The obvious bottleneck of the symmetry problem is that it is NP-hard to partition 
our input into the correct orbits for the symmetry group we are asking for. So we 
shogid ask if ~,ere is a polynomial time algorithm for the problem under the 
assumption that we already know the orbits for any possible solution. 
The answer is yes. This result is available as a Technical Report [8]. There exists 
an algorithm for Problem ~-SD with prescribed orbits that runs in polynomial time 
on a DTM. It is also shown in [~ that this implies that Problem e-SD is in P when 
the input is 9~-disjoint. Besides, this also implie~ that Problem e-SD without any 
restrictions to the input is in NP. Thus, e-SD is not only NP-hard, but also 
NP-complete. 
A detailed investigation of the entire topic of approximate symmetry detection 
can be found in the authors Ph.D. dissertation rl 1]. 
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